The necessary information for the participating teams
Official stay in Prague in the days of 20th – 27th June 2016
Earlier arrivals on Sunday 19th June already
ACCOMMODATION
All participants (players, attendants, delegates, guests and officials of the USPE) will
be accommodated in the Olšanka hotel*** in Prague 3 see www.hotelolsanka.cz
This hotel is located 35 minutes by car from the Prague airport and about 10 minutes
from the city centre (Wenceslas Square). The driving distance to 3 different football
match fields is about 20 – 30 minutes.
ACCREDITATION
After arrival the delegations or individuals have to go to the accreditation office
(Meeting room Tabor) where the Technical Delegate of the USPE Mr. Ole Jacobsen
will check: Identity cards or passports and professional cards, the Anti-doping
declaration and Declaration of participation in the USPE EPC. The treasurer of the
LOC will check payments of the participation fee and cash payments (guests, etc.)
will be accepted.
MEALS
Boarding in the hotel restaurant begins with dinner on Monday 20thJune, the last
meal will be the breakfast on Monday 27th June, for teams earlier arrived the first
meals will be lunch on Sunday 19th June. Boarding times: Breakfast 7:00 – 10:00
Lunch 12 – 13:00 for teams playing its matches in the morning and 13 – 14:00 for
teams playing in the afternoon. Dinner 18:00 – 20:00. Boarding times will be still
more explained at the technical meeting.
OPENING CEREMONY
will be held on Monday 20 June 20:00 at the Congress Hall of the hotel Olšanka. All
players and two officials (attendants) of each team will take part in the gala opening ;
1(one) person per team has to wear the police uniform of their respective country. All
the teams are asked to be ready for the official opening ceremony in the Congress
Hall at 19:45 !
th

The TECHNICAL MEETING
will be held just after the opening ceremony in the Exposition room close near the
Congress Hall at 21:00. Each team will be represented by 2 (two) persons and theirs
team guide.

TEAM GUIDE
will be available to his/her team during the whole championship. TG will accompany
a respective team for the warm–up and matches providing also balls, sponzor´s
mineral water, using of the regeneration facilities, laundry washing, etc.
TRAININGS
Considering the challenging nature of the tournament of the women´s teams (five
matches in six days) the organizer expects no interest in training. Neither does
budget allow paying the rent of the training pitches for the entire week.Therefore it
will be provided only training of 60 min. for interested teams on the day of arrival
MATCHES
in the groups will take place at three different stadiums, two matches always starting
at 10:00 and the next two at 16:00. Both the semi–final matches will be played on
Saturday in the morning; the matches for the final position at 5th – 8th place will be
played on the Saturday afternoon. Each player must be equipped with footwear for
both natural and artificial grass ! In the case of adverse weather conditions the
matches shall take place on artificial lawn.
REGENERATION
The regeneration of the players will be very important for every team throughtout the
week´s tournament. The Olsanka hotel offers the option of two massage rooms, a
fitness centre, a swimming–pool with a 27 – 28°C water and a sauna. These hotel
sports facilities are also accessible to the general public ! Therefore it was very
important to make a reservation in advance. But each participant can use the
swimming pool once during his/her week stay – free of charge.
DOPING CONTROL
Doping tests will be conducted during the championship. The technical delegate in
agreement with the DCO will decide the selection of teams and players to test.
LAUNDRY WASHING
of undershirt, shorts, knee-highs will be ensured for each team after every match in
the group and after the Saturday matches, up to 4 times over the entire stay. Each
team will pay on their own behalf cash on Saturday in the evening in the tournament
office. Price for washing of one set is 90 CZK (3.50 EUR)

TRANSPORTATION
from the Olšanka hotel to the stadiums will be provided by buses and by cars in
accordance with the start time of the matches. Departures for trainings 45 min. before
the team starts to train. Departures for the game 90 min. before the match begins.
The precise time schedule will always be published for the following day.
VIP PROGRAM
for delegates and guests
Sightseeing guided walking tour through the historic city of Prague will be provided
in two groups having regard to the playing system – it will be organized neither on
Thursday or on Friday.
Czech party at Spiritka on Friday 24th June – Departure from the hotel at 18:30
VICTORY and CLOSING CEREMONY
will be held immediately after the final match at the stadium

FAREWELL DINNER
will take place in hotel´s restaurant Olsanka on Sunday 26th June at 20:00
How to get to the historical centre of Prague?
It is very easy. Tram stop Olsanske namesti is right outside the hotel. To go to the
Prague centre you need to take tram N°9 directly to the Wenceslas Square, five
stops only, the needed time of transportation 10 min. only or by tram N°5 or N°26 to
the Republic square (namesti Republiky), also five stops, time 10min.) 1 ticket for the
city public transport costs 24 CZK (about 0,90 EUR)
If necessary, don´t hesitate to contact our organizing team at the hospitality desk
Accommodation & Meals Mrs Helena +420 773881280
Transportation by bus Michal +420 602840009 by car Jaroslav +420 608530610
Team guide
AUSTRIA
he or she will be appointed in time
.
DENMARK Mrs Ilona Bagge +420 ...................
.
FRANCE
Ms. Renata
+420 777283399
.
GERMANY Mrs.Vanda
+420 728918627
.
NETHERLANDS Mrs.Katka
+420 732961673
.
NORWAY
Ms. Eva
+420 605851792
.
UNITED KINGDOM Ms.Kamila +420 736652825
.
Head manager Jiri +420 603569769

Have a pleasant stay in Prague, a good luck in the football matches!

